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ABSTRACT

We present a graphics architecture for the seamless integration
of 3DV objects into ordinary 2D/3D multimedia applications. The
architecture is based on layered-depth-image (LDI) and supports
the real-time rendering of multiple views for multi-view 3D dis-
plays. We also present a prototype implementation of the pro-
posed architecture in OpenCL, and discuss experimental results.
The results indicate that the proposed approach leads to better re-
sults than other state-of-art graphics architecture for multimedia
application.

Index Terms — 3D Video, Multimedia Applications, Graph-
ics Composition, Layered-depth Image

1. INTRODUCTION

3D video (3DV) technologies have been evolving in all its phases:
capturing, representation, coding, transmission, decoding, render-
ing, and displaying. In particular, new 3DV representation for-
mats (2D+Z, MVV, MV+D, LDV, etc.) [1] have been proposed
and new multi-view 3D displays have been developed. Among
these new 3DV representation formats, depth-based formats, such
as 2D+Z, MVD, and LDV [2], support the efficient coding of 3D
data and enable the client-side rendering of virtual views, which
are indispensable for the dynamic adaptation of 3D content to the
display configuration.

Although there have been much research about the coding and
representation of 3DV, few works discuss how these new 3DV
representation formats can be integrated into multimedia appli-
cations, i.e., those applications consisting of synchronized audio-
visual objects and supporting user interaction. The integration
of 3DV representation formats into these applications enables the
production of richer content, fostering the development of new
user experiences and business models. For instance, once 3DV
formats are integrated into a multimedia system, applications can
use the depth information provided by 3D displays to structure
the user interface spatially, e.g., by occupying the space between
the user and the display. It is also possible to envision scenar-
ios in which users are not only watching videos in 3D, but are
also browsing the Web, playing interactive games, consulting ad-
ditional information while watching a TV program, etc., all of
these in 3D, and enabled by the use of real 3D depth information.

In this paper, we focus on the problem of compositing and
rendering a multimedia scene containing ordinary (possibly syn-
thetic) 2D/3D objects together with 3DV objects encoded in one
of the new representation formats mentioned above. More specif-
ically, we propose a graphics architecture1 for multimedia plat-
forms supporting the seamless composition of ordinary 2D/3D

1The graphics architecture of a multimedia platform is the part of the
system that handles the graphics composition of individual media objects
and renders the system output on the screen [3].

media objects together with 3DV objects containing depth infor-
mation. Since we also aim at supporting multi-view displays and
at achieving real-time performance, the proposed architecture is
based on layered-depth-image (LDI) [4] and it is implemented in
GPU via OpenCL.

An LDI [4] (depicted in Figure 1) is a two-dimensional array
of LayeredDepthPixels. Each LayeredDepthPixel is
an array of NumLayers size that maintains DepthPixels. A
DepthPixel stores the RGBA color information and the depth
information of the pixel.

Figure 1: Layered-depth-image data structure.

Indeed, there have been much research in coding and render-
ing of 3D video based on LDI [4, 5, 2, 6]. The novelty of this
work is to use LDI as a basis for a multimedia graphics architec-
ture, which is able to compose multiple types (e.g. videos, images,
synthetic 2D/3D objects) of media objects. In special, we include
an additional media-merging step on the basic LDI architecture,
which is responsible for compositing the different 2D/3D individ-
ual media data in a unique LDI. Advancements in LDI rendering
methods, as the one presented by the 3D-video-only approach may
also be useful for our approach.

In a previous work [7], we presented an end-to-end solution
for 3DTV chain that support depth-based media, and an experi-
mental renderer that allowed stereoscopic rendering of the scene.
In [8], we presented a depth-image-based rendering (DIBR) archi-
tecture and a corresponding implementation in GPU that performs
in real-time. In this paper, we extend these previous approaches
by proposing a novel graphics architecture for multimedia appli-
cations based on the LDI data structure.

The remainder of the paper details our proposal and our pro-
totype implementation; it is organized as follows. Section 2 dis-
cusses related work and compares them with the solution pre-
sented in this paper. Section 3 presents the proposed software
architecture based on LDI and discusses its implementation in
OpenCL. Section 4 presents some experiments that show the vi-
ability real-time graphics composition under the proposed model.
Finally, Section 5 presents our conclusions and future work.
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2. RELATED WORK

An example of integration between multimedia applications and
multi-view displays is presented by Nocent et al. [9]. It uses the
WebGL imperative API to generate multiple views that can serve
as input for 3D displays. The depth effect can only be perceived
inside the WebGL canvas, which means that the 3D scene is not
integrated with external elements in the webpage. In contrast, our
approach allows application authors to specify (and dynamically
control) the depth information of any media object in the applica-
tion.

The AFX (Animation Framework eXtension) extensions for
BIFS (Binary Format for Scenes) provides depth-nodes [10] that
can be integrated into a 3D BIFS scene. Different from AFX,
the graphics architecture we propose provides an LDI-based scene
representation. This allow us to take advantage of the performance
of image-based rendering [11] while supporting real-time multi-
view rendering of high quality 3DV (e.g., Full HD or higher reso-
lutions).

Another related work are the depth-based extensions to SVG 2

proposed by Jean Le Feuvre [12]. These extensions permit that an
SVG application be executed on multi-view displays. Le Feuvre
also proposes a graphics architecture for supporting such appli-
cations and discusses two implementations: one based on GPU,
developed mainly for testing purposes, and another one based on
FPGA (Field Programming Gate Array) targeted at low-cost plat-
forms. Both solutions are integrated into the GPAC multimedia
framework 3. The second solution is the one closest to this work.
It produces a 2D+Z representation of the entire scene and sends it
to FPGA. The FPGA is then responsible for generating the views
required by 3D displays using DIBR. In comparison with Le Feu-
vre’s work, the graphics composition technique presented in this
paper is implemented in OpenCL and achieves better rendering re-
sults. This occurs because our proposal keeps as much occlusion
information as possible (in the LDI structure) while compositing
the different media objects.

In sum, of the aforementioned work our proposal is the only
one that uses the LDI concept for graphics composition and multi-
view rendering of multimedia applications.

3. LDI-BASED GRAPHICS ARCHITECTURE

The proposed architecture is depicted in Figure 2. It supports the
composition of 2D and 3D media objects, which can be synthetic
(generated algorithmically) or natural (sensor-captured).

The process of rendering the multiple views of a scene con-
sists of four steps: media merging, 3D image warping, hole filling,
and interleaving. The whole process takes as input an LDI for each
media object in the scene and outputs theN views required by the
multi-view 3D display.

The input LDIs are produced by the media players. Each indi-
vidual media object in the scene has its own media player, which
generates the object texture and possibly its depth and occlusion
information. Synthetic media objects, such as 2D or 3D mod-
els, are rendered according to their primitives (e.g., their scene
model), whereas natural objects, such as images or videos, must
be decoded. Each media player generates a 2D texture with as-
sociated depth and occlusion information (if any). In the case of
synthetic 2D and 3D media objects, the media player may render
the objects using the Framebuffer Object (FBO), which can then
be sent to our graphics architecture with minor overhead.

2https://www.w3.org/TR/SVG/
3Available at http://github.com/gpac/gpac

Figure 2: Layered-depth-aware graphics architecture.

To take advantage of the high-parallelism of GPUs, the above
architecure has been implemented in OpenCL, and each of the
above steps is implemented as an OpenCL kernel. These are de-
tailed in the following subsections.

3.1. Media Merging

The media merging kernel is responsible for generating an LDI
data structure representing the entire scene. Its input is the current
LDI of each active media object in the scene. As previously men-
tioned, individual media players are responsible for content de-
coding or rendering. The media merging step receives the object
LDIs from the media players as OpenGL textures. When compos-
ing two DepthPixels that rely on the same position, the pixels
must be inserted in such a way that the LayeredDepthPixel
data structure remains ordered (from the closest pixel to the far-
thest one). In theory, the number of layers in an LDI structure
may be infinite. In practice, it may be useful to limit the number
of layers, e.g., to achieve a constant rendering time.

3.2. 3D Image Warping

The 3D image warping kernel receives the LDI structure produced
by the media merging step and the camera parameters for the
output views. It produces the N views required by the 3D dis-
play. Conceptually, the 3D image warping can be decomposed
into two basic steps. First, it back-projects the 2D pixels of the
reference image plane onto 3D points on the world coordinate
system (m → mw). Then it re-projects each 3D point of the
world coordinate system onto the target image plane (mw →
mv). Each (x, y) coordinate on the reference LDI can contain
multiple colors and depths. Therefore, when generating virtual
views from the layered-depth information, the 3D warping pro-
jection must be performed, for every DepthPixel in the LDI
(see Figure1), to the corresponding target views.

Here we assume a 1D parallel camera configuration for multi-
view synthesis (see Figure 3). In this configuration, parallaxes
only happen in the horizontal axis. From triangle similarities in
Figure 3, it is possible to compute the final DepthPixel position
of a point P in a new virtual view relative to its position in the



LDI (the central view) as follows:

sk = so + k × E × Zm

V + Zm
× ρ ,

where s0 is the pixel position in the center view (i.e., the Layered-
DepthImage), k is the view index (e.g., from -4 to 4 for nine
views), Zm is the distance from the point to be rendered to the
screen, E is the distance between two consecutive views (e.g. in
a stereoscopic display it can be the interocular distance), V is the
distance between the viewer and the screen, and ρ is the ratio of
the screen definition (in pixels) to the width of the display. In Fig-
ure 3 C−k to Ck are the different user’s eye viewing posibilities,
and Zfar and Znear are the farthest and the closest position that
may be showed by the multi-view display and that will not disturb
the user; this may be configured by the user.

Figure 3: Multi-view display configuration.

One of the main issues of running the 3D warping step in par-
allel is that multiple pixels can be mapped to the same final posi-
tion in the virtual view. When this happens, we must ensure that
only the pixel that is closest to the viewer will be drawn on the
final virtual view—i.e., we must ensure a thread-safe depth test.

In our proposal, the 3D warping kernel runs for each Layered-
DepthPixel. Each kernel thread execution is responsible for
warping all the DepthPixel of a LayeredDepthPixel to
their final positions. To ensure a thread-safe depth test, we use a
global depth buffer, shared over all computing units of the GPU.
More specifically, we use an additional lock buffer to implement a
semaphore-like mechanism in OpenCL [8]. Before reading from
or writing to the depth or color buffer, the 3D warping kernel must
first acquire the lock of that pixel position.

3.3. Hole Filling

In theory, the 3D warping technique can be used to generate infi-
nite views, at any position in space. In practice, however, the lack
of data or noise in the reference depth information produces arti-
facts (including holes) in the target image, which tend to increase
with the distance between the target and original views. The hole
filling kernel is responsible for filling those holes.

Compared with traditional 3D warping approaches, which are
based on a single texture and depth information, the LDI-based 3D
warping solves most of the holes since it keeps as much occlusion
information as possible. But the LDI technique is not perfect;
some holes may still be present in the generated views.

Subjective tests comparing hole filling techniques carried out
by Vázquez et al. [13] and Azzari et al. [14] ensures that hole

filling using the background (rather than foreground) pixels as the
dis-occluded areas makes sense by the definition of dis-occlusion.
Based on this assumption, the hole filling we implemented takes
into account the depth of neighbor pixels.

In each generated view, the hole filling kernel searches for col-
ored pixels in the hole neighborhood that are in the same line of
the hole. It then selects those pixels with the lowest depth values
(the background pixels) and fills the hole with a weighted aver-
age of those background neighbor pixels. The weight is based on
the distance from the pixel to the hole. This approach assumes
that background pixels are probably the correct ones to fill dis-
occlusion holes.

3.4. Interleaving

Finally, the interleaving kernel is responsible for formatting the
generated views for 3D displays. Examples of those formats in-
clude top-bottom, side-by-side, and column and row interleaving.

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We evaluated two aspects of the prototype implementation: ren-
dering results and performance. A comparison of the rendering
results of two distinct approaches—one using a 2D+Z only ren-
dering approach and the proposed in this paper—is depicted in
Figure 4. And the rendering performance (in FPS, frames-per-
second) of a simple scene is presented in Table 1. We discuss both
evaluations next.

We begin with the evaluation of rendering results. Figure 4(a)
shows the result of rendering a virtual view using only the first
layer of the LDI and without hole filling. Figure 4(b) shows the
result of rendering the same scene but this time applying a sim-
ple hole filling technique, namely, horizontal depth-based extrap-
olation, which can be implemented in real-time. More advanced
hole filling techniques can achieve better results, but they cannot
recover the girl’s face—when we rely only on one 2D+Z data, cru-
cial data may be missing. Figure 4(c) shows result rendering the
same scene but now using the proposed LDI-based graphics archi-
tecture. Note that the girl’s face can be seen in the background.

When compared to a DIBR system that uses a 2D+depth-only
representation, as that of [12], the advantage of the layered-depth
approach is clear: it keeps as much occlusion information as pos-
sible, and thus improves the results of the rendering process. The
downside of the layered-depth approach is that there are more pix-
els (now DepthPixels) to be warped to the final views, and
that the rendering time increases with the depth complexity of the
scene. Nevertheless, constant-time rendering of virtual views can
still be achieved by limiting the number of occlusion layers, which
is interesting in many applications. Moreover, our OpenCL im-
plementation takes advantage of the high-parallelism of GPUs in
order to achieve real-time performance.

We now turn to the performance evaluation. Table 1 shows
frame-rates achieved (in fact, the average of 100 executions) when
rendering the scene of Figure 4 in a laptop computer with a Core i7
CPU, 8 GB of RAM, and an Nvidia GeForce GT 740M GPU. The
resolution of the final image is computed from the composition of
all the views of the scene (in this specific case there are five views
horizontally interleaved). Media decoding (for natural objects) or
rendering (for synthetic media objects) is not taken into account
as we are interested in measuring only the performance of the LDI
graphics architecture and the multi-view generator. Note that the
OpenCL-based implementation can perform in real-time for full-
HD video, and in almost real-time for two times the horizontal
resolution of full-HD.



Figure 4: Example of a composition between a 2D+depth video and a synthetic 3D object: (a) without hole filling; (b) using a
DIBR-only approach; and (c) using the LDI-based approach.

Table 1: Performance of the LDI-based implementation when
rendering five views of the scene of Figure 4.

Resolution FPS
1280x720 (HD) 66.7
2560x720 (Stereo HD) 37.4
1920x1080 (Full HD) 32.2
3840x1080 (2x Full HD) 17.7

5. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we presented a graphics architecture for the seamless
integration of 3DV objects into ordinary 2D/3D multimedia appli-
cations. The proposed architecture is based on the LDI technique
and support multi-view rendering of the multimedia scene. Ex-
perimental quality and performance evaluations indicate that our
proposal is viable.

One of the advantages of using image-based (e.g., 2D+Z or
LDI) rendering is constant-time rendering, which is specially im-
portant in real-time applications. In contrast, one of the draw-
backs of any DIBR approach (including the one presented here)
is that there is a practical limitation on the distance between the
original camera position and the virtual views. That said, the ap-
proach we propose (when compared to a graphics architecture us-
ing 2D+depth only) leads to a better quality as it takes advantage
of extra occlusion information present in LDI data structure.

Finally, some future work include: (1) use the GPU to decode
color and depth frames; (2) improve the hole filling technique we
currently use, e.g., by using temporal information [6]; and (3) ex-
tend our proposal to support super-multi-view displays, which re-
quires synthesizing hundreds of views—in this case, to achieve
real-time performance, it may be necessary to use a distributed
architecture with multiple GPUs.
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